The right to healthcare in Brazil is seriously protected by the courts. Judicialization of everyday implementation of this public policy is a fact. One explanation may be provided by the way judges understand the effectiveness of this right. People hold subjective right to individualized healthcare benefits, and so they hold standing to sue the state in order to achieve it, regardless any consideration of public policies. Through an analysis of the jurisprudence on this issue, this paper aims to provide a critical understanding not just about what is actually happening in Brazilian courts regarding healthcare, but also to criticize it. The conclusion is that a "strong" conception of constitutionalism and fundamental rights may revel itself as "weak," from the standpoint of general equality. Judicialization ends up empting the public debate, leading the task of solving the distribution of scarce resources to a "gowned aristocracy."
"The law shall not exclude any injury or threat to a right from the consideration of the Judicial Power" is one of the most incontrovertible statements of the Brazilian Constitution.
1 Provided as individual guarantee under Article 5 -inserted in the chapter on "individual rights," those kinds of rights which Bobbio once called "first generation rights" 2 since they demand a negative provision from the State -this norm has been the constitutional basis for individual lawsuits against the State in Brazil. These lawsuits aim, however, provisions framed under the "second generation rights," 3 as far as the claim is for "social and economic rights," such as those stated in Article 6 of the Brazilian Constitution. In other words, the lawsuits claim on individual basis for healthcare, education and housing, rights which require a "positive provision" from the State in a collective basis. 4 Under the Universal Declaration of Human Rights 5 it is possible to observe the same kind of rule. More than providing substantive rights, such as freedom, equality, non-discrimination, life, safety, freedom from slavery and torture, etc.; the Declaration also ensures two "procedural" provisions. Article 8, with a similar meaning to the Brazilian constitutional provision quoted earlier, establishes that "Everyone has the right to an effective remedy by the competent national tribunals for acts violating the fundamental rights granted him by the constitution or by law;" and, for this to perfectibilize, Article 6 provides the recognition of legal personality to everyone, everywhere. Thus, everyone, everywhere, carries standing to fill out a lawsuit to claim for fundamental rights.
The idea that to each existing right there is a correspondent lawsuit, or action, is not new. It is intrinsic to the theories of subjective rightsremember, for instance, the classic discussion between the theories of the will and interest carried out from Savigny, Windscheid, Jhering and Jellineck -; and it was expressly provided in Article 75 of the former Malheiros, 2002,"pp. 126-7 ; SILVA, Virgílio Afonso da. "O Judiciário e as políticas públicas: entre transformação social e obstáculo à realização dos direitos sociais." In Direitos Sociais: fundamentação, judicialização e direitos sociais em espécies, edited by Cláudio Pereira de Souza Neto and Daniel Sarmento. Rio de Janeiro: Lumen Juris, 2008: 587-99, pp. 589-591 . 5 Available at http://www.un.org/en/documents/udhr/ Brazilian Civil Code, current between 1916 and 2002, which literally stated that "to each right, corresponds an action that ensures it."In a similar sense, Kelsen's Pure Theory of Law argues that one only can think of subjective rights by recognizing that there is an obligation of noninterference, what is the same to say that there is subjective right when it is acknowledged that a prior obligation was established first to another person. 6 All these ideas of subjective rights and capacity for moving legal actions are part of the legal imagination: for a Brazilian jurist it is natural to correlate subjective right with action (lawsuit) against someone who has the obligation to provide something. The question, then, is how to understand social rights in this individualistic context and language.
We will not deal with theory of action here, though. By writing in a foreign language on a "Panorama of Brazilian Law," and by having as readers international legal and political community interested in better understanding Brazilian law, we are going to draw our panorama from the point of view of what has been called "judicialization of politics." The transposition of the political arena to legal courts is now well spread all around the world -especially in recent decades with the general acceptance of the idea of supremacy of the constitution 7 -in a phenomenon that has been called "new constitutionalism." We acknowledge that the expression "judicialization of politics" is broad and has been used as an umbrella to describe different related phenomena by giving them different meanings. 8 Here, we will limit the focus by the study of a recurring situation in the Brazilian courts.
As pointed out by Hirschl, the judicialization of politics usually "has been accompanied by the concomitant assumption that courts -not politicians or the demos itself -are the appropriate forums for making these key decisions." 9 He differentiates at least three types of judicialization 10 : the first is portrayed in the use of speech and legal practices in the fields considered primarily political, what can be called "judicialization of social relations;" 11 the second is portrayed as the judicialization of decisions on public policy, especially by challenging, in courts, the procedural aspects of public policies, which may be called "judicialization from below," since "it is often initiated by right claimants who challenge public policy decisions and practices;" 12 and, finally, the third is portrayed as the judicialization of the most important political issues, the "mega-politicsmatters of outright and utmost political significance that often define and divide whole politics." 13 Our attention, by following this classification, is concentrated on three key questions: what kind of understanding of the fundamental rights supports the broad judicial protection of social rights? Is there such a thing as a "weak" way to think those rights which could, paradoxically, make them "stronger?" Finally we wonder, thinking over Hirschl thoughts: how does the judicialization of public policies influence the most sensitive political issues in Brazil? Or, raising the question using Hirschl's own terms: how the "judicialization from below" -which interferes significantly in the realization and even in the nature of a given public policy -might end up reflecting on the "mega-politics?"
Those problems are our backdrop. We will face those issues by observing the judicial position in the judgment of individual demands for drugs and healthcare provisions that are not provided by public policies.
14 Brazilian courts have given broad effectiveness to the fundamental right to healthcare: It is a paradigmatic case of "judicialization of politics." Worth mentioning that we are not just talking about courts granting expensive or experimental (i.e. with no scientific proved efficacy) treatments -which are granted by courts in a daily basis -, but we are also referring to alternative treatments and ones of controversial essentiality, such as oxygen therapy, (2008), p.2. Available at SSRN: http://ssrn.com/ abstract=1138008. 14 Therefore, actions in which the plaintiff demands drugs that should be provided according to the public policies' list, but which were not provided because of some problem in the implementation of such public policy will be excluded from the scope of this paper. Vieira and Zucchi refer to these actions as "justified," since the public policy expressly stipulates that such medication should be provided to anyone freely. Our concern in this piece is with the lawsuits they see as "unjustified:" "it would not appear reasonable for people to request medications and healthcare products when there is already an established and high-quality treatment policy. Nor would it appear reasonable to request products of doubtful efficacy and of a cost that is prohibitive to the health system, thereby compromising thousands of other people's access to medications by exhausting the budget" (VIEIRA, Fabiola Sulpino; ZUCCHI, Paola. "Patient Lawsuits and Treatment Provision on the Brazilian National Health Service." Revista Associação Médica Brasileira 55, n.6 (2009): 672-83. Available at www.scielo.br. 15 TJ/RS, 3ª Câmara Cível, Apelação Cível n. 70059548180, Rel.: Nelson Antônio Monteiro Pacheco, j. 26.03.2015 . In a quick search using the parameter "oxygen therapy" at the TJ/RS website research tool we found more than 700 legal cases that were already ruled just in this appeal court. , and even equine therapy 22 -all paid by the public and free healthcare system. This paperwillnot only describe what the Brazilian judges are doing -although we spend a good length doing it. Our goal is to present a critical overview: through criticism it is possible to realize what is at stake, especially when the topic is related to law and politics. By means of the judicial realization of the right to healthcare in Brazil case, we are, in fact, raising one of the key political questions: who should implement the "constitutional promises?" After presenting in Chapter 1 a descriptive overview of the court rulings in Brazilian courts, in Chapter 2 we will raise some arguments that are completely ignored by the mainstream debates regarding the topic. We believe the overlooked idea of a nonlegal protection of rights addresses several essential issues related to the justiciability of social rights. Finally, in Chapter 3, we will bring a word about the (arguably) "legal" reasoning that has been used in courts in cases such as those analyzed here, in order to try to rescue the political and democratic features of the implementation of the Constitution.
An Overview on Judicial Rulings Based on the Right to Healthcare in Brazil
On the Constitutional Provision of Right to Healthcare and the
Selection of Judicial Decisions Presented
We have already mentioned that the Brazilian Constitution, in force since 1988, imbued with the spirit of the welfare state, in addition to "individual rights" also provides a wide range of "social rights" that demands for a positive action from the State, 23 Direito", 2002, pp. 126-7 ; SILVA, Virgílio Afonso da. "O Judiciárioe as pursuit of reducing social inequalities is a national goal reflected in the current Constitution -which is customarily called "Citizen Constitution," precisely because it has numerous social rights guaranteed in its legal text. Social rights, accordingly, are considered a condition for democracy. 24 Yet, more importantly to the practice of law, Brazilian Constitution provides in the first paragraph of the Article 5 that such rights are immediately applicable, meaning that those rights are not merely a program, a goal, or a promise, but something that can and should be implemented straightaway: "Paragraph 1. The provisions defining fundamental rights and guarantees are immediately applicable." What this prediction means, in fact, is also one of the concerns raised in this paper.
With regard to the right to healthcare, 25 it is provided in Article 6 in general and more abstract fashion, 26 listed among the social rights; and in the Article 196 in a concretely way. 27 This last statement is in a part of the chapter titled "Social Welfare, which "comprises an integrated whole of actions initiated by the Government and by society, with the purpose of ensuring the rights to health, social security and assistance," 28 having as one of its mostly referred principles the "universality of coverage and service." 29 All this constitutional regulations are at a broader title dealing with what is called "social order," which "is based on the primacy of work and aimed at social well-being and justice." provide universal healthcare for all Brazilian citizens. In other words, three constitutional provisions read together -the one that says threats to rights cannot be excluded from consideration of the judiciary branch; the one that states fundamental rights are immediately applicable; and the one that declares right to healthcare as universal -are granting the grounds for individual 32 lawsuits filled out by citizens against the government demanding not only for medicines and treatments prescribed by public policies, but also claiming for benefits not provided by the public policies, which can include up to experimental treatments with no confirmed efficacy and even treatments that have not been approved by the regulatory agency.
To give an idea of the dimension of the issue, in November 2013 were being handled in Brazilian courts more than 221,000 lawsuits under the right to healthcare label, and of these, only in the state of Rio Grande do Sul (which has around 11 million inhabitants, representing 5.5% of the national population), there were more than 113,000 cases waiting to be ruled by a judicial court. It is more than half of whole country's cases. In its turn, the State of São Paulo, with more than 41 million people (21.7% of the population), was processing over 44,000 cases in the same period. Rio Grande do Sul's numbers are impressive, especially when one considers that in that year, out of R$ 316 million spent by the State Government with drugs, R$ 192 million were to comply with court orders -representing more than 60% of State's budget to healthcare. 33 34 It must be said that there is a lack of detailed quantitative research on the lawsuits in this state. There are some data available about the situation in the states of São Paulo and Rio de Janeiro -the most populous in the country -which will be referred below. Investigatethe will quote cases ruled by Brazilian Supreme Court (STF), since it is the highest judicial body in the country, which sets the guidelines for the courts and ordinary judges.
We will present also some findings of data research already carried out in the States Courts of São Paulo and Rio de Janeiro -which are the next in the number of individual cases in courts. 35 With respect to this choice, we need to note the absence of quantitative research on the cases of the Rio Grande do Sul's State Court. Thus, in spite of the fact that the data reported here are from different state courts, we believe that they serve to at least illustrate our argument and, more importantly, to enrich the discussion we are proposing here.
Decisions from Rio Grande do Sul's State Court, the Existing Data and the Brazilian Supreme Court
The right to healthcare is articulated as a corollary of the right to life. Health / life connection is the most touching argument present in the observed cases, but it is not the only argument that has based decisions on right to healthcare. By analyzing different judgments from TJ/RS, available on their website, we identified three most frequent kinds of arguments for granting medicines and healthcare treatments: the argument of life, the presumption of truthfulness of the prescription and the immediate applicability of any right (as opposed to the idea that the Constitution has provided merely a program of rights). The latter argument has also been referred by the STF, which, from that, had even grounded decisions based on the "right to hope," as we shall see later on.
The first argument to support large concession of drugs through judicial means can be summarized as follows: life is the greatest good of all -and law protects the greatest good -so that legal or political arguments can never serve to limit such fundamental right. 36 The reasons why one statehas more than halfof this kind of lawsuits would be a taskfor another article. equalization between right to healthcare and the "right to life" has also justified the view that no regular norm or statute (such as the regulation of the healthcare system) can limit the right provided by the Constitution. 37 Consequently anything requested in those terms must be provided by the State, even if it is not provided in that way by public policy. In the same vein comes the argument that it is impossible to quantify life, then arguments based on the high costs of some medicine (which in this case had not been approved by the regulatory agency for pharmaceuticals issues in Brazil) do not serve to justify the denial to grant a treatment that may save a life.
38 Still, thirdly, there is the argument that, using a false collision of principles (borrowing Robert Alexy's terminology), opposes plaintiff's right healthcare against public budgetary interest, saying that healthcare is more important than State's finances.
39 Finally, the "right to life" has sustained not only the provision of treatments in life risk cases, but also has justified rulings in cases where a life does not yet exist: based on the "right to life," Courts have granted infertility treatments.
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The second group of arguments used to grant the claim is not based mainly on the right to life or to healthcare, but in the presumption of truthfulness of the prescription -does not matter if it is from a doctor linked to the public system or private one -once the doctor would be in good faith. 41 The sovereignty of the medical prescription submitted by the plaintiff, more than avoiding any considerations of proofs that might sign on the contrary, it turns out to oversimplify the discussion. Such an argument is important because it is here where we can see a minor disagreement among the justices and judges: generally there is no disagreements on the first set of arguments, but here some justices have voted to allow the replacement of the drug or treatment required if the State is able to prove the existence of a similar treatment provided by the public policy. 42 In other words, in general judges do not disagree in granting the treatment, but it is possible to see at least an incipient attempt to make citizens get medication effectively provided by the public policy -usually it is a generic drug with similar effect, but without the label of a big laboratory, so that costs are cheaper for the public system. Moreover, in this case, the government had bought the drugs in large quantities, what reduces the cost and allows greater care to the population with the same budget.
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The third argument works to rule out a fairly widespread position especially in the 90s, which understood social rights simply a program for the country, as a goal -and therefore not as an immediately applicable right. The argument is supported on the aforementioned first paragraph of Article 5 of the Constitution, understanding the right to healthcare as having immediate and unconditional applicability, regardless any provision or organizations on laws, statutes, executive orders or regulations of public policies: that tiny phrase on the Constitution is enough. 44 Looking it closely,we see that this is the strongest argument used when the discussion goes to the STF, precisely because they approach the issue as regards constitutional interpretation.
In paradigmatic case 45 the STF, more than addressing the issue concerning with the immediate applicability of rights, also brought a fourth argument: the "right to hope." Although it is not written in the Constitution, this right was used as basis for granting experimental treatment in Cuba. The plaintiffs, as stated in the court decision, suffered from "a very rare disease called retinitis pigmentosa. It is a like glaucoma, because it leads to a progressive loss of vision. But, unlike glaucoma, in which there is surgery and appropriate treatment, in retinitis pigmentosa there is still no cure or treatments. The plaintiffs wanted the Ministry of Health to pay the trip to Havana." 46 Despite some Ministers 47 have state that the system should not pay the trip, as there was no evidence of the effectiveness of the treatment, the case was upheld by majority. The reasoning referred to the already described arguments saying that "the economic aspect" 48 should not "prevail over the rights of citizens, considered the right to life and health," and that "the interpretation of the programmatic rule cannot turn it on an inconsequential constitutional promise," 49 since it was immediately self-applicable, as provided by the first paragraph of the Article 5. Understood the panorama and the arguments for court rulings granting treatments through judicial means, we believe it might be useful to now turn the attention to some existing data in Brazil on the issue. We have already mentioned the lack of quantitative research about the judgments in the state of Rio Grande do Sul from where most of the above reported cases were extracted. However, corroborating our description, research conducted in the State of Rio de Janeiro between 2007 and 2008 concluded that "individual prescription, economic hypo-sufficiency and the urgency of the plaintiffs ... are the main grounds of judicial decisions." 52 Yet, to illustrate the setting, especially regarding the elaboration of lists of medicines by the government as an instrument of public policy, it should be noted that, according to a research conducted in São Paulo between 2005 and 2009, 66.2% of the medicines requested did not appear in court any public policy's official list.
53 It can be concluded, therefore, that the lawsuits mostly seek to update the public policy, what may be a sign that the policy is lagged. The problem as we see, however, is not the claim to update the list -what could be required in a class action. The problem is the actual use of an individual demand for such proposes. In fact, the list happened to be updatedonly for those who file the lawsuit. This ends up relieving the political pressure over the Executive branch. However, instead of provide the right to everyone, or to those that are in a neediest situation, this actually provides the right just for those who are able to move the Judiciary.
Similarly, other quantitative research that aimed to "analyze the qualitative coverage ... for diseases listed in lawsuits" in São Paulo clearly shows that "there are limitations in terms of coverage," since some diseases listed in lawsuits are not included in any public policy. 54 On the other hand, there are studies suggesting that 73% of the judicially granted medicines may have been replaced by drugs that actually are in the list 55 and so that are provided in a free basis. From this one can infer there is at least some public policy for such diseases. In addition, the inference is strengthened when we see that the Ministry of Health's budget grew 3. Thus, even though there are flaws in the public healthcare service -especially when it is considered under the assumption that it should be universal -one also is able to see that there has been a substantially growth in public investments. There will always be at least some degree of insufficiency on the service, however. In this sense, it is nonetheless interesting the argument pointed out by Vieira when she demonstrates that to treat 25% of patients with chronic viral hepatitis type C -a disease that affects 1% of the Brazilian population -it would be necessary to invest 64% of the total Ministry of Health's expenditure (we mean, of the whole budget, not just of the drug supply line).So if 25% of possible cases were claimed in courts, two-thirds of the entire Brazilian health budget would have been spent to treat 0.25% of the population for just one disease. 58 Moreover, it is worth mentioning that this framework exposes an increase in inequality, privileges and socioeconomic differences. It has been shown 59 how regions with greater economic development of the country, such as south and southeast, concentrated 85% of court proceedings, even though its population represents 56.8% of the total. By their turn, the less prosperous regions, northeast and north, despite the fact that they count 36% of the population, concentrated only 7.5% of the lawsuits on the issue. 57 CARIAS, Claudia Mezleveckas; VIEIRA, Fabíola Sulpino; GIORDANO, Carlos V; Zucchi, Paola. "Exceptional circumstance drug dispensing: history and expenditures of the Brazilian Ministry of Health." Revista Saúde Pública 45, n. 2 (2011): 233-240. 58 VIEIRA, Fabiola Sulpino. "Right to health litigations: a discussion on the observance of the principles of Brazil's Health System." Revista Saúde Pública 42, n.2 (2008): 365-9. Available at www.scielo.br/rsp. A similar argument is made by the same author in another article where she shows that "to implement this therapeutic assistance policy to only 1% of the population and for only two diseases would be higher than the total of all levels of government spent on the set actions and health services" across the whole country. (FERRAZ, Octávio Luiz Motta; VIEIRA, Fabiola Sulpino. "Direito à saúde, recursos escassos e equidade: os riscos da interpretação judicial dominante."Dados 52, n. 1 (2009) The northeast region, with the lowest Human Development Index of the country, has one lawsuit for each 177,704 inhabitants; the South, with the highest HDI, has one for each 11,902 inhabitants.
This picture, we hope, shows that the reality is much more complex than the simplicity with which the courts are dealing with the issue.
The (non-)judicial protection of fundamental rights
The intense healthcare protection by the courts in Brazil described above should make everyone -and especially Brazilian people -happy and above all relieved. After all, given the broad and unrestricted effectiveness that the courts have granted to the right to healthcare, it has practically become Brazilian "absolute right;" or, to use an (embarrassing) expression adopted by some judges, the right to health would be our "super-right".
60 However, as we can advance, this is not exactly the case. Things are not so simple, and what appears to be protective fashion, in the end can actually generate perverse consequences.
This almost unrestricted effectiveness is commonly illustrated by the existence of a significant number of fancy judicial decisions that require the Executive branch in all three spheres of the federation to immediately provide individualized healthcare, including, as we have described, treatments with controversial essentiality and high cost drugs that still are experimental. When we refer how "generous" a court is, promptly one should recollect the kind of decision that provides acupuncture or equine therapy, for instance. Nevertheless, we shall refer something else, a detail that really shall relieve Brazilian people: courts do not even require the plaintiff to demonstrate or to proof that their claim was in fact denied by the public system in order to admit the lawsuit.
In procedure law, usually if "A" requires "B" the fulfillment of an obligation "x," "A" carries the burden of demonstrating the occurrence of the failure in the obligation or, at least, she must to show the factual circumstances of in what manner "B" violated her obligation. Courts have said, though, that this condition is irrelevant. Meaning if "A" needs the drug "x" she has the right to demand it directly at court and has not, therefore, any dutyto demonstrate that "x" was indeed denied by government or by the public system. This is the dominant understanding of the TJ/RS.
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Luckily (for court's everyday operation) a major part of 60 A quick research for the expression "super-right" at the TJ/RS Court's website provides us almost two thousand cases. As a instance, see: TJ/RS, Oitava Câmara Cível, Apelação Cível n. 70062642145, Relator: Luiz Felipe Brasil Santos, j.: 12/02/2015. The expression, here, in the way we are using, has an ironic hue. Some judges take it seriously, though. 61 This understanding is really widespread in the court. As an instance, one might look some the population is still not aware they have this right to healthcare.
Judges should find the reality very strange. On the one hand, they both declare (claiming universality for similar cases) the existence of a "super-right" to healthcare, affirming that citizens can directly access the Judiciary as the first door, and they grant treatments far beyond those provided in public healthcare policies. But, on the other hand, they see huge lines of sick poor people looking for a simple bed in a hospital; they read news about lack of beds, doctors and staff; they lament publicly when emergency rooms close; as they also may hear that a friend of his family sold the car to pay the only healing hope for his son. Maybe then they should ask themselves whether the fundamental right to health applies onlyto the ones that fill lawsuits before the Judiciary. Or, are those who obey the administrative organization of health system fools?
A judge might reply: "It's not my fault if the citizen has not filed the lawsuit. I just rule the cases that I have in my court." But this would be a purely cynical reaction. And the cynicism would be to ignoredeliberately -the fact that there are two abysmally different public 62 Perhaps it would be appropriate to say there are three healthcare systems in Brazil, two public and a private one: The public ones we are referring here in this paper. In the private system, usually people pay monthly for a healthcare company. In this system, the subscribers use other doors in hospitals, other doctors, wait in other lines, and so on. It is a completely different (and usually better) service. Finally, one also can pay her doctor directly when necessary, with no healthcare system at all. This last one happens to be the most expensive. 63 On the cost of rights, Holmes and Sunstein argue: "Rights are familiarly described as inviolable, peremptory, and conclusive. But these are plainly rhetorical flourishes. Nothing that costs money can be an absolute. No right whose enforcement presupposes a selective expenditure of taxpayer contributions can, at the end of the day, be protected unilaterally by the judiciary without regard to budgetary consequences for which other branches of government bear ultimate responsibility." (HOLMES, Stephen; SUNSTEIN, Cass R., The Cost of Rights: which depends on organization and planning and is, thus, "flawed;" and another one perfect, immediate and which coverage is better than any health plan (we dare say) in the world. In simple words: the same Constitution, the same bill of rights, is being applying in Brazil in profoundly different manners. Government (i.e. Executive branches) applies the right to healthcare as a public policy: itcarries out thepublic service bydesigningpoliciesin light of theConstitutional guidelines, prioritizing somemost urgentareaindetriment of others. In this sense, policies involve, by definition, disjunctive choices. On the other side, judges, as already pointed out, apply the right to healthcare as an individual subjective right, as something that the state shall provide to any individual regardless of social policies, public choices or any other considerations for the community. It is, therefore, an individualisticand not a social -approach. 64 We shall remind that Brazilian Constitution's Article 196 refers that health "shall be guaranteed by means of social and economic policies." In the same token, Article 198 goes further and provides the establishment of a decentralized and hierarchical healthcare system (which is regulated by laws, statutes and executive orders). All this regulation establishes competences and procedures between the spheres of the federation, and even establishes how resources and budgets should be used. However, what judges really take into account is the provision saying that healthcare is a fundamental right and the provision saying the guarantee of fundamental rights has immediate application.And then, the understanding that any judge should recognize them in a simple decision-making operation even in lawsuits filled by individuals makes sense in their own terms. It is because, in their view, the Constitution is not just an empty program, but a document whose normativity and effectiveness citizen reaches through courts.
In brief lines, this is the synthesis of the constitutional culture that frames the thought that justifies judicial effectiveness of the fundamental right to health in individual cases moved against the State.
Constitutional Principles, Disagreement and Models of Constitutionalism
Based in our description so far, it would be natural labeling Brazilian judges as activists. However,this diagnosis may be refined. In general, activism, and judicial activism in special, is the deliberate action of ruling in favor of her cause; what means, she rules in order to implement the political / ethical / moral path she deems just, even if this ruling go against some statute or law establishing a different standard.
why liberty depends on taxes. New York: North & Co., 1999, p. 97) . 64 This argument will be further developed latter on in this paper.
Tom Campbell, in an acid argument, considers the activist judge as a betrayer: legal system provides guarantees to the judge, ensures irremovability, and facilitates independence, and so on, in order to allow impartiality and equality under the law. 65 But, then, judges respond with partiality. The word betrayal is strong, but perhaps adequate. A partial judge has consciously abandoned the law.
Judicial activism in general is an isolated position, which is limited to the point of view of ethics of the judicial function. There are things that a judge should do; and others, such as to promote her own cause despite the frames given by a democratic system, that a judge should not do. Not surprisingly, the critical description of an activist judge simply says it is a tyrant. The issue of unrestricted effectiveness of the right to healthcare is not just a simple desire to give maximum effect to this right, though. In other words, we are approaching here not the individual judges, but a widespread mentality. As we did above, a jurist committed to the description of the Brazilian legal system in these matters would have to simply state: "that's how things work around here." It is, therefore, an established practice, sealed by the Supreme Court and, as in the examples we have cited, carried out (with little self-restraint) by ordinary jurisdiction. Usually descriptions and analysis rests on this dominant understanding, in Brazilian legal practice, of the judicial protection of fundamental rights. What we propose for this section is some exploration on the reverse: the non-dominant understanding.
The dominant theoretical area in Brazilian law, which has a decisive influence on how one interprets the effectiveness of the Constitution and fundamental rights, is the post-positivist ideas or neoconstitutionalism. 66 Nomenclatures, though, should not distract us, since any of these labels have reduced explanatory power, mainly when one consider the number of thinkers worldwide who identify themselves with this label. The crucial point, however, is to stress that the dominant standpoint is based on a strong sense of rights (usually formulated as "principles") which become the starting and the arrival point of the application of the law. 67 In short, the idea of "effecting" the Constitution is the same to say judicially effecting it. This way to see the law ignores -and in Brazil this news has not yet arrived; and if it has, definitely it is not on lawyers' thoughts -the very existence of disagreement on the fundamental rights' meaning and scope. 68 Consider, for instance, the principle of equality: A citizen "A" and a citizen "B" may accept with confidence the normativity of the right to equality, i.e. they can identify it as a "ought to be". However, nothing guarantees that both possess identical conceptions of what it means to violate or to carry out the principle of equality. 69 Rather, in a pluralistic society -such as Brazil -the normal and expected is that people disagree on such matters, which are based on political opinions and concrete notions of freedom, equality, solidarity, morality, dignity, etc. Legal principles, such as the ones listed here, hold an open meaning, lacking certainty and clarity.
Thus the idea that judges must carry out and maximize what the charter of fundamental rights prescribes usually does not take seriously the fact of pluralism and the fact of disagreement. Those are ignored political realities. Moreover, a judge seeking to resolve any conflict between the citizen "A" and the citizen "B" simply cannot rely solely on the right to equality, since in abstract both sides agree with this principle. 70 It is a common standard for the parties in conflict. To rule the case, the judge must necessarily engage in the development of a concrete political conception of the principle of equality, so that this concretion is, now, able to settle the conflict.
We are not even saying that there cannot be a good set of reasons to build an institutional arrangement in which judges have that kind of power -this is contentious and there is ample literature on the subject.
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What we are actually contending is the absence in Brazil of clear and self-aware reason for that doctrine: it is just accepted as the only and substance, i.e. the reflective dimension of the rules and ultimately of the law. One reflects on a rule from a set of principles. In this sense it is a starting point. But it becomes arrival point when it leaves the reflective dimension and passes to the dimension of adjudicator of the conflict. 115: 1346, 2006. obvious option. The silence of other institutional alternatives leads us to think that maybe there are also good reasons to prefer another type of arrangement or, at least, the raise some criticisms on the mainstream.
In any case, what does the legislative do but exactly what we point out above referring to judges: "engage in the development of a concrete political conception of the general principle?" When, for instance, a statute passed by the legislative branch grant half price tickets in cultural shows to students or when a statute provides specific rights to persons with disabilities, are not legislators concreting, by certain means, the abstractness of the principles? And if these statutes are enacted in a country with a list of fundamental rights, it is not the case that the statute is actually accomplishing such rights, that is, avoiding the principles of being "empty promises?"
What does not inhabit the thought of Brazilian lawyers, and especially those who apply the law, is the clear sense that the legislative also interprets, applies and carries out the Constitution. The existence of a practical and doctrinal state-of-mind which excessively positions in the judiciary the field to resolve moral and political disagreements under the cloak of "legal interpretation," in fact does not adequately consider the legislative as an interpreter of the Constitution.
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Considering legislators as a constitutional interpreter and as a figure, at least in principle, legitimate to define the content and scope of fundamental rights has shed some light to what have been called "weak constitutionalism" or weak-form of judicial review. For Mark Tushnet, the weak version of judicial reviewis not only the recognition of the fact of disagreement, but also the acknowledgement that different branches (executive, legislative and judicial) may provide reasonable and competing interpretations on fundamental rights. In his account, it also recognizes that there is no reason to prevail, a priori, one of these interpretations as definitive, especially the judicial interpretation. The idea of prevalence of judicial ruling on the meanings of the Constitution is typical of the "strong constitutionalism", or strong-form of judicial review.
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Some examples may show better the point. Let us see, for instance, Canadian Constitution: in Canada there is a Bill of Rights (Canadian Charter of Rights and Freedoms) and there is a Supreme Court with powers to control the constitutionality of laws. However, there is also a "notwithstanding" clause, by which the legislative can, provided they fulfill the requirements contained in the Canadian Bill of Rights, enforce a legal provision even if the Supreme Court considers that it is against 72 As a matter of fact, it must be said Brazilian judges are chosen to the position through a competitive and difficult public test. Thus, the criterion is completely technical. Political influences do not play a role. After two years, they reach lifelong tenure. 73 TUSHNET, Mark. Weak Courts, Strong Rights: judicial review and social welfare rights in comparative constitutional law. Princeton and Oxford: Princeton University Press, 2008, p. 228. fundamental rights established in the Charter (the notwithstanding clause covers only the rights included in section 2 and between sections 7 and 15). Another example is the Constitution of Australia, since -despite rigid -does not incorporating a Bill of Rights. The Dutch Constitution, by its turn, expressly prohibits judicial review of legislation.
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Although it is not our objective to evaluate in details the experience of these countries, it should be noted that each of these arrangements imply consequences that sometimes can make strong a model that, in theory, would be weak, and by the same token some arrangements may turn in weak a seemingly strong model. The UK is commonly presented as an example of "weak constitutionalism," even after the advent of the Human Rights Act(1998). This is because, although British judges can perform the control of the legislation in the light of the European Convention on Human Rights (ECHR), they do not have the authority to declare the invalidity of the law, but only its "incompatibility," leaving to the Parliament the final word.
75 However, the Human Rights Act also provides (section 3.1) that: "so far as it is possible to do so, primary legislation and subordinate legislation must be read and given effect in a way which is compatible with the Convention rights." Some believe that this norm, in practice, may grant more power to the British judiciary, turning it stronger than some countries with strong judicial review model.
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In any case, we shall stress these countries have an institutional history significantly distant from the judicial protection of fundamental rights. Their constitutional history is far from what we called above "direct application of fundamental rights" through courts, a kind of mantra of the Brazilian Constitutional Law. They serve, here, not just to show, by opposition, Brazilian legal practice regarding judicial application of rights, but also to set a different perspective on the issue. This character of the Brazilian understanding can be explained in common sense terms: if the Constitution establishes principles of equality, freedom, dignity; and if it also provides that "health is a right of all," then give to the judiciary power to enforce these commandments in each individual case can only be a "good thing." This setting gives to law an appearance that it is committed with "justice." The world with fundamental rights can only be a better world. And if this is so, it also seems a good idea to judicially protect those rights.
We are trying to say maybe it is not. Definitely from Brazilian lawyers' perspective it is, but perhaps raising some doubts on the "constitutionalism of rights" could actually (paradoxically) help to grant more rights. What do places like the UK, Canada, Australia, Netherlands, New Zealand, Finland, Denmark, Sweden, have in common? These are countries that have no enthusiasm for the constitutional and judicial protection of fundamental rights. 77 They are countries that retain substantially the modern idea of parliamentary sovereignty. Finally, they have a seated culture of individual and social rights. In short: their rights are weak in legal-judicial sense but are strong (much more than in Brazil, surely) in the political sense, in terms of distribution and allocation of goods and resources.
Of course one could raise the fact that many countries that have a strong constitutionalism (Germany is a paradigmatic example) also have high levels of respect and realization of social rights. No doubt. We do not dispute it. However, in such cases, one also must ask whether this state of affairs arise from the constitutionalization of rights (and its judicial protection) or from the community's political commitment to building a welfare state. Examples of weak judicial review do not point out that strong judicial review countries in general are countries with unsatisfactory achievement of economic and social rights. But these examples indicate, at least, that the judicial protection of fundamental rights -especially social rights -is not a decisive element for the social promotion of these rights: it is not a necessary condition.
Hirschl and Rosevar refer, for example, the cash transfer program carried out by the Brazilian government since 2003 ("Bolsa Família"). The program, according to the authors, had a significant impact on poverty reduction in the country. They conclude that this improvement in social indicators took place directly from government policies of a left government, usually more committed to social rights, and not from a constitutional reform or from the active role of the courts.
78 Although this example requires some further research, the essence of the argument seems satisfactory: if the aim is to promote social equality and achieving social rights, there is relevant evidence that electing a government committed to this purpose is more effective than relying on the "juristocracy" placed in courts the task to maximize the fundamental rights. This argument brings to the realm of politics not only the resolution of moral disagreements, but also the resolution of disagreements about the best way to (re)distribute resources. But, then, politics needs to work. If this is so, the attention of Brazilian jurists should turn less to the catalog of fundamental rights and more to the formal part of the Constitution, which involves the division of powers, federalism, share of duties and responsibilities, etc. It is paradoxical, but Tushnet may have a point already in the title of his book Weak Courts, Strong Rights: in the name of fundamental rights, it is worth looking less for fundamental rights, as a judicial term. In the name of fundamental rights, rather than focusing energies in discuss how to judicially carry out these rights -the issue that grasps most legal publications in Brazil -it would be better to question which institutional role should play the judges so then the whole country can be closer to the "promises" stated in the Constitution.
How could the judiciary, then, protect rights?
The judicial application of the right to health in Brazil does seem to be a sui generis case. The strong judicial review is characterized in general by the existence of a formal procedure for judicial review, a catalog of fundamental rights and the constitutional jurisdiction authority to interpret the Constitution; or by a combination of elements that give judges more power to give concreteness to the constitutional principles. But when it comes to economic and social rights, even countries of strong constitutionalism routinely engage in significant deference to public policies implemented by the government (in the broad sense). The idea that every citizen has an individual right to claim a health treatment regardless of the community and without the need to demonstrate that the public service has first actually failed in providing the care is something that probably would surprise lawyers and political scientists around the globe: how is so that nobody thought this before? If a singular judge can save us with a pen, the most complex political and social problems are solved! But, if judges are not going to solve all social matters with individual rulings; which is the judicial branch's role?
Tushnet criticizes American constitutionalists for they cannot see that the judiciary can indeed play a role in the protection of social rights. But what motivates Tushnet's criticism is the fact that his fellows whenever reject the relationship between judges and social rights are actually thinking in terms of strong-form of judicial review, 79 that is, in a way to directly guarantee the right to the citizen through courts, 79 TUSHNET, Mark. Weak Courts, Strong Rights, 2008, p. 247. as in Brazil, what would sound unacceptable to American mainstream. Tushnet's argument do not even touches the transmutation of a social right in an individual one, as we are trying to stress throughout this paper. He only argues that mechanisms of weak-form of judicial review may be useful to assist in the achievement of economic and social rights: courts do not need to be (always) strong.
In the area of social rights, the Constitution of South Africa took a realistic path. Section 27 states: "The state must take reasonable legislative and other measures, within its available resources, to achieve the progressive realization of each of these rights".
80 Therefore, it is required from the government the implementation of reasonable measures to progressively achievethe realization of social rights. This view, in fact, considers the scarcity of resources and the very reality. There is no magic: the judicial review, even controversial, can focus on the reasonableness of public policy, which involves, by definition, a focus on promoting general social rights.
In the Constitution of Ireland, social rights are part of the "principles of social policy" and the application of these principles "shall not be cognizable by any Court under any of the Provisions of this Constitution."
81 Social rights are here non-justiciable; however, they may be the subject of a judicial declaration that demonstrates Parliament and Executive have failed in the realization of public policy. Legally, this is a weak measure, but maybe able to politically impact society and influence the agenda of the branches responsible for electing the means to effect social rights and, mainly, to influence the people themselves.
In its turn, the Constitution of Spain has also posited such rights in the realm of the "governing principles of economic and social policy." However, their Constitutional Court recently, and in the context of the government's austerity policies, suspended the rule restricting access to public health care to illegal immigrants. The Court found that the government was not able to prove the financial impact which could justify the damage to public health. Here, again, is the public policy what is under review, in a general fashion, and not specific individual cases.
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In light of these cases, we can already observe certain range. On the one hand, is the complete absence of the judiciary with regard to social rights -whether it comes to the public policy as a whole, or to individual and particular cases. In the center, there are mechanisms of 80 Tushnetgives the exampleof judicial review, in South Africa, onpublic policies forhousing. Seehis commenton the caseSouth Africav. GrootboominTUSHNET, Mark. Weak Courts, Strong Rights, 2008 , pp. 242-243. 81 TUSHNET, Mark. Weak Courts, Strong Rights, 2008 , pp. 239-40. 82 Tribunal Constitucional de España, Auto 114/2014 , Recurso de Inconstitucionalidad 7089-2013 , j. 08.04.2014 weak judicial review, which can provide some hints to the role judiciary branch can have. And, on the other hand, there is the Brazilian legal practice, which understands the right to healthcare as an individual right, creating a unique health system for accessing "justice." 83 In the same way Tushnet would like their American colleagues observe the experience of weak constitutionalism, we also would like to see Brazilian constitutional theory adopting -or at least engaging in debates with -a skeptical attitude towards strong judicial review and, in particular, with the mantra of the direct application of fundamental rights.
Mega-politics and the Brazilian political identity
What are the meanings and consequences of the existence of two systems through which social rights are implemented in Brazil? Such a course of action increases or decreases the implementation of social rights? What is the character of the Brazilian Constitution and political system, given the way in which social rights are implemented and understood by the three powers? To answer questions like these, we have tried so far to raise a double criticism, since legal and political. Now, we want to change from a descriptive account to an argumentative one.
The criticism from the legal standpointhas at least three elements to be highlighted, all related to what we call legal reasoning problem: the way of reasoning in these cases, in our view, is no longer legal. This is because, first, it is treating a collective (or social) concept under the individual point of view and with individualistic framework. It is what Atria calls "de-socialization" 84 of social rights. In his account, it is just by de-socializing the social right that one can fully comprehend an individual lawsuit filled out in terms of individual subjective right: "what reaches the Court is not a social right, it cannot be a social right, but an individual claim, which expresses not the idea of a higher form of community but actually express a denial of it: the plaintiff's claiming for his own interest to be attended even at the expenses of all the other's concerns."
85 That is, the right to health, how reported here, is seen from an individualistic perspective and not from a social one.
86 Social rights'
83 Here there is a double meaning in Portuguese: "accessing justice" means both accessing justice itself, as a substantive fair share; and it also means to reach the judiciary branch, that is, to stand for lawsuits in order to claim for rights. 86 Silva refers to a research which studying cases of granting drug in individual lawsuits found that in 93% of the decisions judges used the argument that the right to health was an collective and relational feature is lost, and the right is transformed into a consideration that is due to the individual apart from the rest of society -for this reason Lopes believes that, in addition to a desocialization, through an individual judicialization of social rights we are also facing a "de-politicization."
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The legal reasoning is not threatened only because the understanding of a collective right is made in individual terms. Secondly, there also is a confusion regarding the dogmatic of fundamental rights. In general, the Brazilian legal community accepts the distinction between legal rules and legal principles and the use of balancing method to apply these principles. Indeed, this has been the theoretical basis to support the justiciability of social rights. The balancing doctrine suffers many objections, but even if one accepts it, she must conclude that it actually does not support the Brazilian judicial attitude in implementing the right to health. To balance means checking how heavy each principle at stake is in relation to each other, so that in the end, the judge can figure out a rule that will guide the solution of the given case. 88 In other words, it is a kind of comparison between two principles. The procedure, thus, depends on the concrete facts involved in the case (i.e. it needs proof and evidence); but more importantly, it also depends on a serious approach to the tension between the eagerness to implement the social right -which is on one side -and the respect to the general equality and the legislative democratic decisions -which are on the other side. If judges treat the right to health as a legal rule of immediate application, as if the Constitution had already said everything in terms of the right to health, they are not balancing anything: there is no tension and consequently there is nothing to be compared with, since they just consider one side of the scale.
Finally, thirdly, the only way to describe the reasoning used in these cases is to call it, as does Lopes, "charitable reasoning."
89 It is understood as casuistic, concrete, exceptional, made for the good of the individual that receives it; 90 yet, precisely because of its exceptionality, individual kind of right. He also concluded that, in general, judges were not concerned with knowing the existence of a possible public policy for the disease discussed in the case (SILVA, Virgílio Afonso da. "O Judiciário e as políticas públicas: entre transformação social e obstáculo à realização dos direitos sociais. ", 2008, p. 595 Revisited", 2006, p. 206; Tessler, it cannot be universalized. Universality, though, is one of the features that show the justice of a decision in terms of consistency. Legal rulings under a democratic regime should not be based on judgments ad hoc. Charity's casuistry generates a lack in the public debate: no one is politically responsible or accountable for the realization of social rights in a systematic way. Here it is the criticism we have called political. If criticism in legal terms is to say that the way in which judicial rulings have been handed down in this area do not hold themselves even within the legal doctrine that firstly based them; political criticism is to say that such a course of action is contrary to the democratic national identity, generating a draining from the public debate and, in the end, contributing to the deterioration of democracy: instead of adding more people in public space, in fact it only strengthens a "juristocracy" distanced from the people.It is not the people who make the decisions on redistributive issues, but a gowned aristocracy devoid of political responsibility in the public sphere. Judges, at least in Brazil, have no incentive to take on responsibilities in terms of resource allocation or public justification in general and political terms.
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If social rights are understood as necessary for democracy's improvement -since they give conditions for a lot of people fall within the public space -so decisions about public policies indeed affect the national identity. Here Hirschl's division between "judicialization from below" and "mega-politics" referred in the beginning merges: the implementation of social rights, therefore, is not just a debate on budget, but it is also a discussion of the political identity of a country, it is a discussion on who counts as people, who takes the decisions, who are accountable for these decisions and, finally, who can exercise control over such decisions.
This becomes clearer when one considers social rights through the prism of "distributive justice." Since Aristotle distributive justice is understood as a criterion to justify the unequal treatment in order to achieve justice.
92 So, it is not a simple numerical equality, which is carried out by "rectificatory justice" that considers parties as equals. 93 Distributive justice, then, demands a predicate through which the distribution can be made unevenly in order to reach justice. The traditional, common sense, judiciary's role is to resolve rectificatory conflicts: the description of the judiciary as the branch that holds the task of judging conflicts between individuals in terms of commutative justice, in their bilateral relationships, is trivial. In this case, the conflict is not political in the sense used here in this paper, insofar as it just involves two individuals, in their own personal interests, within their individuality and without a greater relationship to public goods. 94 However, the reasoning is different when it comes to judging cases of distribution (or in this case would be better to say re-distribution) of public goods. If redistribution requires a predicate, it is always related to the whole which is distributed. The whole (i.e. what is distributed) is always kept in the horizon. In the case of social rights, the predicate is the need: to each citizen some part of the public goods in accordance with their social need. It shall be noticed that the whole (public goods), in this narrative, are always kept in consideration: citizens receive some part of the concrete whole and not some part of any vague infinite right. In other words, redistribution is made with reference to the whole, in order to increase public involvement in the public sphere. It is different in the rectification case, in which the decision is made with no predicate: is equality for equality in the crude sense, without any regard for the whole, since there is no whole but only the relationship between the parties involved in the specific conflict. Commutation and distribution follow different standards.
Redistribution is the political quarrel par excellence. It is representative of the community's internal debate performed in order to reach decisions on what to do with the public goods: in this sense it is, then, "mega-politics -matters of outright and utmost political significance that often define and divide whole politics." 95 The claim for social rights appears, therefore, not as the conflict with another private, in relation to particular goods, but as the conflict -or demand -filled out in relation to the whole social body. 96 A recurring argument between those who have a favorable view to the justiciability of social rights is precisely articulated in terms of reducing inequality. The argument is articulated as if what was actually at stake with the judicialization was a questioning on the form of how redistribution of public goods is made. 97 In other words, judicialization is presented as a progressive way to reduce inequality: encumber the rich to provide basic services to the poor. 98 Such an argument, however, seems fallacious insofar as judicial decisions are carried out primarily with the budget that would otherwise be used in that same area, i.e. in healthcare, but to benefit a larger group of poor people, and not just a specific person that could reach courts. The predicate -the criterion of distribution -is overlooked since the judicial order is not considering all other citizens, but just that one whose have filled out the lawsuit. Therefore, the judicialization does not increase redistribution, and does not generate a clash between "rich and poor," but only foster an internal fight between the poor.
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The political question saw from the point of view of redistributive justice is how to reduce inequality; or, in a political statement, is how encumber richer and favor poorer in order to meet the goal of reducing inequalities. The ultimate end -reducing inequality through healthcare provision -is defined by the Constitution, and it seems to be no major disagreements on this. 100 The question, then, turns to a consideration on the means, and not on the ends. Social rights are for everyone, but the before the people (remember that they are not elected in Brazil and have a lifelong tenure, besides other privileges and protections) and they do not have the burden of justifying the political criteria for the redistribution that they are doing in practice: they do not accept calling it "politics," but call it "law."Consequently they approach it in a technical, and not in a political, fashion. Moreover, judges only act when provoked in a lawsuit, so that, in their narrative, they just "implement the Constitution" in the specific and concrete case.
By this technical -merely legal and not political -selfunderstanding, the judiciary turns out to hide the political aspect of the discussion. However, behind something they call legal, it is just charity: using the legal "technical" term "right" they ignore the political and distributional aspects of the situation.
105 They actually are doing politics, but without the burden of accountability before the people. In this way, the discussions are reached just by some juristocrats, in a hermetic realm; and not in the public sphere, where everyone is able to participate.
Conclusions
It is symptomatic to see that most of the articles on the subject in Brazil are launched with the following problem: "how to limit the judiciary?" 106 This not only shows who has effectively exercised the power to decide and implement public health policies in Brazil, but in a subtle way also shows that the judiciary is accumulating the functions that should be in the Executive branch (implementing public policy) and in the Legislative branch (deciding public policy). 107 On the other hand, those who stand for a more favorable view on the individual justiciability of social rights, are dedicated to write about how the judiciary can "democratize" itself or to technically develop tools to be able to implement its own rulings in a more just and democratic way. 107 It is still interesting to see the shock of a Federal Court's judge reporting that she was invited to a medical congress as a "specialist" to discuss issues as "perspectives around ... 1) coated stents vs. uncoated ones for acute coronary syndrome; 2) monoclonal antibodies for the treatment of psoriasis; and 3) calcium for prevention of hypertension in pregnancy and its consequences" (TESSLER, Marga Inge Barth."Medicina baseada em evidências e o direito à saúde, 2009).
That is, on the one hand we see that the judiciary actually has exercised powers that, in principle, should be exercised by other powers 108 which are, in their turn, more accountable in the public sphere. And, on the other hand, we see that the judiciary has been trying to catch up, and growing its legitimacy, in order to exercise such power. In other words, it is incorporating typical legislative procedures (public hearings, for example) and executive ones (hiring technical professionals from different areas, for instance) in its quotidian work: the judiciary is turning itself into a great power, which accumulates legislative, executive and judicial tasks. 109 If on one hand such measures help the judiciary to better handle the distributive aspects involved in cases that deal with social rightsfor, as Hirschl points out, judicialization "has been accompanied by the concomitant assumption that courts -not politicians or the demos itself -are the appropriate forums for making these key decisions" 110 -such procedure raises the question: instead of match the Executive and the Legislative, would not be better -and more according to the Constitution -allowing such powers exercise their functions by themselves?
One of the judiciary's defenders argument is the inertia and the ineffectiveness of the legislative and executive in the implementation of social rights. 111 Rights under the Constitution cannot be just in the promise, they argue. 112 The inertia and inefficiency, however, does not seem to be an argument that is sustained by itself. First it cannot be universalized: certainly the judiciary would not agree with the legislative and the executive judging the lawsuits that are lying in courts' shelves for years throughout Brazil. Second, with the increasing judicialization, it is the judiciary that will begin to be ineffective (as it already actually is) due to the increase in the number of cases. And finally mere a judicial order does not solve the real problem, but just shifts it: to pay for the medicine provided by judicial order it is necessary to take the money and investment from another area (education, security, etc.) if not from health itself.
In fact, what judges do in these individual cases is to express a political disagreement with the public policy established in the public sphere by the legislative and implemented by the executive. Actually they are saying that they believe that Brazil should have more money for health, and not for other things. In a sense it is a kind of arrogance (in the absence of a better expression) which comes between the lines of Hirschl's quote. For the judiciary, the budget was not "properly" 113 distributed and it is up to the judges, in that standpoint, to solve the social problem 114 -the implicit discourse here is a self-understanding that only the judges (and not all the powers, or the population itself) can or should implement the Constitution. The only criteria they have to say that the budget was not properly distributed is by the fact that they themselves disagree with the budget -that is, they disagree with the criterion of distribution, but they raise this disagreement in terms of legality and not in terms of politics.
In other words, judges in these cases are trying to establish a policy, but in a hidden way, and not at the public realm. The judiciary becomes a political arena, 115 but not a public one. In fact it excludes the people from debate about the distribution. And such a policy does not come with typical arguments of policy (distributive), but with individualistic and charitable arguments. 116 However, is not only the judiciary that holds the task to implement the Constitution.Certainly the individual lawsuits of social rights will not solve the problem as a whole. It would help more if it fulfilled its role to apply the distributive criteria instead of trying to create or change them. Rather than trying to be executive and legislative, why not let each branch fulfill its own constitutional role?
There is some hope for lucidity, however. We believe the question on the individual actions demanding social rights in Brazil can begin to take a more rational course. The STF recently selected an exemplary case of this controversy to judge it in a special procedure called in Portuguese "Repercussão Geral." In this procedure -which is quite new in Brazilian law -the Court decides one singular case as an example of the issue (it is not collective action, however; it is still one regular individual case) as if they were ruling all similar several other repetitive cases about the same matter. That is, in this kind of judgment broader arguments are also analyzed, including by listening to experts on the subject and interested social groups. Despite the fact that the case is still the judgment of an individual and concrete case, it is used as a parameter for all other similar, so that arguments are not limited to individual right, but they also raise distributive arguments. Two casesare under this procedure right now. The "Recurso Extraordinário No. 566471," which discusses the supply of high-cost medicines that are not included in the public policy's list and the "Recurso Extraordinário No. 657718" which discusses the provision of medicines that were not approved or which does not have a register in the regulatory agency. It is possible that such judgments, which have not yet occurred, will consider the distributional and political aspect of the issue, and not just the individual or charity arguments.
